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ABSTRACT

We investigate the low temperature complex impedance of disordered insulating thin TiN and NbTiN films in the frequency
region 400 Hz–1 MHz in close proximity to the superconductor-insulator transition (SIT). The frequency, temperature, and
magnetic field dependencies of the real and imaginary parts of the impedance indicate that in a full accord with the theoretical
predictions and earlier observations, the films acquire self-induced electronic granularity and can be viewed as random array
of superconducting granules coupled via Josephson links. Accordingly, the inductive component of the response is due to
superconducting droplets, while the capacitive component result from the effective Josephson junctions capacitances. The
impedance crosses over from capacitive to inductive behavior as films are driven across the transition, characterized by the
divergent dielectric response.
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of the internal structure of a sample in the Bose-metal/insulating state, which assumes a
self-induced granular electronic texture 1 and can be described as an array of superconducting granules connected by Josephson
links. The circles represent these superconducting islands and provide an inductive response to applied ac electromagnetic field.
Superconducting islands are connected by either capacitors or resistors (green rectangles) 2. The red lines show exemplary
direct current paths at voltages much less than the threshold voltage that causes a dielectric breakdown. The ratio of numbers of
the resistive to capacitive links depends on the degree of disorder and/or magnetic field. When approaching the
superconductor-insulator transition from the superconducting side, the number of the resistive contacts decreases, which leads
to the decrease in the number of the possible electron paths and to increasing their lengths. Accordingly, this results in an
increase in the inductance and in a decrease in the capacitance of the system. This conclusion is consistent with the expected
decrease in static dielectric permeability 3 on approach to the SIT and agrees with our experimental observations. Accordingly,
passing the SIT and moving further deeper into the insulating side of system should increase the entire system’s total effective
capacitance.
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